Michael R. Hollis Innovation Academy
• A PK-8 EL Education Expeditionary STEM School •

Join the Hollis CREW!

Teacher Recruitment Interest Event
Thursday, February 1, 2018
9:00 - 11:00 AM

Why Teach at Hollis?

Hollis is the only EL Education Network School in the Atlanta Public Schools System. As an EL Education school, we believe strongly in building a school where CREW lives deeply and strongly. The statement “We are CREW, not Passengers” is our mantra and a way of saying that we work collaboratively and collectively. At Hollis, we seek teachers who are driven and willing to embrace our 6 Habits of Hollis (Communication, Collaboration, Creativity, Empathy, Perseverance, and Self-Discipline) to move our students towards both academic achievement and character development. We hire knowledgeable, driven, and caring people who are willing to work hard to deliver instruction that impacts students’ achievement.

- Co-teaching classroom environment & small class sizes
- Only EL Education Network School in the Atlanta Public Schools System
- Robust partnerships with entities like Chick-fil-A®, Georgia Tech CEISMC, Spelman College, and Mercedes-Benz®
- Autonomy and flexibility for a unique traditional school setting
- Rich professional development and pathways to leadership in Atlanta Public Schools

Register Now!

Visit tinyurl.com/TeachAtHollis to register for Teacher Recruitment Interest Event

225 James P. Brawley Drive NW • Atlanta, GA 30314 • 404-802-8217 atlantapublicschools.us/HollisInnovation
Teacher applications are being accepted for the 2018-19 school year.

7th Grade Math  MS Band
7th Grade Math & Science MS Special Education
7th Grade Humanities ES K-2
MS Art ES 3-5

Apply for positions at tinyurl.com/ApplyAtAPS

See what makes working at Hollis so great!
tinyurl.com/TeachAtHollis

Innovation for Change

We recognize that students need to be prepared for industries, careers and jobs for the 21st century. Jobs like Uber® Driver, Cloud Analyst, and App Developer originated as late as 2008. Therefore, our teaching strategies, resources, and curriculum must be augmented to address the rapidly evolving world of technology and innovation.

Hollis Innovation Academy is intentionally preparing students for fields related to engineering, mathematics, and computer science. Hollis students are taught coding basics beginning in kindergarten. We encourage students to think outside of the box, create, imagine, play, and design. We challenge teachers to design projects that require critical thinking, creativity, communication, and collaboration. We welcome teachers who are ready to take on the challenge of building, creating, and designing projects and problem-based learning and expeditions.

Professional Development

As an EL Education School, Hollis believes very strongly in building the capacity and self-efficacy of teacher leaders. Professional Development at Hollis is job-embedded and interactive. They include bi-monthly differentiated professional development called “Strategy Café,” which is led by teacher leaders or administrators; EL Education conferences and site seminars; and weekly professional developments during common planning times. The concept of feedback for growth is a priority at Hollis. Teachers are provided with on-going, timely, and specific feedback to improve instruction.

225 James P. Brawley Drive NW • Atlanta, GA 30314 • 404-802-8217
atlantapublicschools.us/HollisInnovation